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1. General context: The Conservatoire du littoral and PIM Initiative for 
Mediterranean Small Islands 

For over 35 years, the Conservatoire du littoral has been implementing a land policy for 
the definitive protection of natural areas as well as the landscapes on sea and lake shores.  
With its long experience, it has developed in the last fifteen years cooperation actions in 
the Mediterranean countries so as to coach them in the development of integrated 
management and protection policies for coastal areas.   

Since 2005, the Conservatoire coordinates an international program for the promotion and 
assistance for the management of Mediterranean island micro-territories, known as the PIM 
Initiative for the Mediterranean Small Islands.This initiative is financed by the Fonds 
Français pour l’Environnement Mondial (FFEM) (French Global Environment Facility), the 
Agence de l’Eau Rhone Méditerranée-Corse (french Water Agency for Rhone Mediterranean 
and Corsica) and the city of Marseilles. The PIM Initiative is developing a mechanism for 
the exchange and sharing of knowledge which is necessary for the emergence of good 
management practices of exceptional sites. 

 

2. Preparation of Sazani island management plan  

Since 2011, the Conservatoire du littoral has proposed its assistance to the Albanian 
authorities and other local stakeholders involved in the integrated management of coastal 
areas and to define potential fields for cooperation in the years to come, notably on Sazani 
Island as a pilot site. 

During 2012 and 2013, in the framework of PIM Initiative, and with the support of several 
Albanian organizations (Ministry of Environment, UNDP Albania, Universities of Tirana and 
Vlora, APAWA, etc.),  two field mission have been organized on Sazani islands in 2012 and 
2013 to carry out an ecological diagnosis (including inventories of terrestrial flora, 
avifauna, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, invertebrates, invasive species, and an 
assessment of land based pollution) as well as an evaluation of the ecological quality and 
characterization of rocky coastline around Sazani and part of Karaburun peninsula. 

Benefiting from the French-GEF project " Management models of coastal, insular and 
marine areas in the Mediterranean" for 2014-2017, the Conservatoire du littoral developed 
in 2014 his proposal for a management plan for Sazani island, based on the results of the 
previous expertise’s as well as with meetings with Albanian national and local 
stakeholders.  

The management plan is based on one vision:  

"To conserve, restore and enhance the remarkable heritage of Sazani Island while 
providing opportunities for sustainable economic and ecological benefits to the local 
community in Vlora region and developing a centre of excellence for conservation, 
research and training." 

The project of management plan was presented, with the support of the Albanian National 
Coastal Agency and the French Embassy in Albania, on February 2015 to the Albanian 
Parties (M. Prime Minister Edi RAMA, the Minister of Environment, the Minister of Economy 
and Tourism, the Vice-Minister of Defense) and received a received a positive feedback. 

 
 
 

CONTEXT OF THE MISSION 
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The field mission organized from April 14th to 18th 2015 on Sazani island, with the support of the 
Albanian Coastal Agency and the Ministry of Defense, is integrated within the frame of the 
management plan project. The mission aimed to realize a valorization plan to identify the vocation 
of buildings and areas in link with a future public welcoming, the settlement of a management unit 
office and the creation of the Coastal Center of Excellence, and to define the projects of land 
setting-up, equipments and interpretation to be developed on the site (with the respect of all its 
natural and historical heritage as well as of the spirit of the place). 

The mission was also the occasion to exchange with the military personal present on the site about 
the history of the island. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION 
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LANDSCAPE REVIEW, FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
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Geographical Context and names 

SURVEYS AND GENERAL CONTEXT 
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Map of buildings 
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SCHEMA OF INTENTIONS AND PRINCIPLES 
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Five types of intentions of buildings 
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Experimentation in situ in front the old cinema 
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PURPOSE CONSTRUCTION 

THEMES AND 
INTERPRETATION 

TREATMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

The reception of visitors 

1-   the crossing . Crossing the sea to 
Sazani island                                   
. First contact with the 
island              

. Boat adapted to 
tourist transport                

. Adapted and mastered 
speech during the 
crossing : First 
descriptions of the 
island geographical 
context, sailing 
conditions, status of the 
island and terms of 
visit.                             
.Distribution of a map 
and passport (included 
in the boat ticket).                           

. Upkeep and cleaning 
of the boat                                      
. Furnished supply of 
maps and passports                                   

2-   the pontoon . First contact with the 
island                       

. clean the pontoon of 
all things, disembarking 
pontoon of the army 
being displaced at the 
quay located at the end 
of the harbour. .If 
necessary, prolong the 
pontoon by a floating 
pontoon if there not 
enough depth to board  
. Clean immersed 
garbage near the 
pontoon, and if 
necessary dredging 
depending on depth  

. Regular upkeep of the 
rosace painted on thr 
ground. 

. Upkeep and cleaning                                

3-   The Signal-box 
and the quay 

. Gather visitors on the 
quay for rules  
. Discovery of four 
mural frescos  
. seating break in front 
of the pontoon to wait 
for the boat, withe one 
shady area  
. Contact with the 
military status of the 
island with validation of 
passport of small 
mediterranean islands 
at the signal box  

. Replace signal-box's 
pent-house                            
. Create a solid 
reception bank                                            
. Demolish building102 
to transform it into 
adeck with a bench-
wall used as barrier.                                               
. Create at the end of 
the deck, on old 
building 102, a pergola 
on which we let plants 
grow especially 
brambles.                                                                       
. Demolish the small 
metallic stairs, and 
closure of the concrete 
stairs with a wap                                

. On the wall that faces 
the pontoon, paint 
three frescos that 
complete the existing 
one :                      
. Left, a fresco of 
underwater landscape 
with relief, fauna, flora 
and wreched antique 
ship.  
. Center left : a fresco 
of island landscape with 
relief, vegetatio, fauna, 
military constructions  
. center right : Upkeep 
of the existing fresco 
mentioning the military 
status of the islandwith 
symbols . Right : a 
fresco mentioning 
protection status of the 
island with signs of 
reglementation . 
Passportstamp by a 
soldier. . Rumind 
reglementation to the 
group in front of the 
protection fresco. 

. Cleaning and upkeep 
of the deck and 
signal-box               . 
Regular upkeep of the 
frescos.  

SKETCH AND PROGRAM 
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4-   The information 
and reception room, 
the Picnic area (103) 

. reception space and 
information 
management       .  
Office for the team also 
used as reception                  
. Shady area with tables 
and benches . Meeting 
point for start of 
accompanied tour of 
the island.  

. Put in place a 
structure allowing 
shade on the picnic 
area                           
.Install tables and 
benches                                             
. Arrange the reception 
room with an exhibiton 
room and a reception 
office behind the 
existing wal                                                   
. Put in place two 
benches in the 
reception room 

. Painted fresco of  a 
detailed map of the 
island on the room's 
gable on the right side 
of the door.                                                              
. In the exhibition room, 
put in place a big model 
of the island                                  
. Put on the right wall 
four panels on the 
island's wildlife 
(diversified, zones, rich 
fauna and flora, 
protected underwater 
zones) 
. Put on the left wall 
four panels on history 
(Sazani during antiquity 
and mediaeval period; 
contemporary history; 
construction's typology; 
actual and antique 
ships)                                                 
. In the office and 
reception bank;general 
documentation 
available to visitors                   
. Island's Brochure 
commented and given 
to visitors. 

. Define regular hours 
for reception of 
visitors.                                              
.Upkeep, and regular 
cleaning     

5-   Organic toilets . Toilets                . Light construction 
leaned on building 106 
with three toilets               

. Painting of a toilet 
logo on building 106's 
gable 

. Upkeep and regular 
cleaning 

6-  The guest-house 
(111) 

. Resting place for 
visitors and tourists                

. Adapt building in 
order to create a 
resting place with 
individual rooms, 
dormitory of four and 
six persons, living 
room, diving room, 
kitchen.                              
. Clean and clear deck 
above the harbour, 
prune trees and shrubs 
to benefit of a 
maximun shade, install 
benches                              
. Strengthening of the 
deck 
. REINFORCEMENT: 
Conservation of existing 
internal partitioning up 
Installing a water tank             
Resumption of the 
electrical installation 

. Put inside the rooms 
framed pictures linked 
to Sazani                                 
. In the living room, 
available 
documentation on the 
island and the natural 
protected areas in 
Albania            

. Upkeep  and regular 
cleaning    
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The coastal center of excellence 

7-  The meeting 
and projection 
room (105) 

. Big meeting room for 
about thirty people                        
. May be used as a 
projection room                    
.Offices                               
. Library, stock of 
valuable items found on 
the island 

. Enlargement of 
openings to allow a 
better view on the 
harbourt                              
.Tables and chairs 
available for projections 
or meetings    . Install a 
projector and a screen 
on the incoor gable                                      
. Partition, for creation 
of two closed offices on 
each side of a lobby 
leading to the 
laboratory, offices 
furniture ( desk, chairs, 
shelves,...)                                                
.Put in place big shelves 
leaned against the 
office's wall 
. REINFORCEMENT: 
Replacing the front door 
by a PVC orAluminium 
door  Creating a opening 
under existing lintel in 
stones wall Partitioning 
of new offices for 
recovery of the Italian 
building modular timber 
wall Performing a fine 
coating of white paint 
for projection surface 

.create a twenty minute 
movie on Sazani used as 
an intrduction of the 
island and its 
management                   
.Movie collection 
limbred to history and 
wildlife               . 
create a small 
documentation center 
with available books, 
includaing the various 
mission reports that took 
place on the island by 
scientists, interns, 
students end experts.                                                    
.Available objects and 
naturalist samples 
recorvered on the island                    
. « golden book » of the 
coastal center 
excellence in order to 
keep a track of the 
passage of each mission                                           
.Standard panels 
showing the previous 
missions, purpose, 
participants 

 . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             

8-   the The 
laboratory (105) 

. Laboratory             .Piercing  of a door 
giving directly on the 
harbour in a place of an 
existing window                                            
. Put in place hard 
concrete stall lab-
benches on the opposite 
side of the harbour                                           
. Install lab-benches 
with sinks on the 
harbour's side, smooth 
concrete plateau                                                
. Shelves fixed to the 
wall, some may be 
closed with a key                                    
. Install an office corner 
with a cupboard to stock 
fragile and precious 
materials(microscope, 
binocular, ...)                       
. Construct on the 
gabble a box for marine 
samples 

. Comented exhibition of 
samples that werre a 
support for various 
research .Write the 
« notebooks of Sazani » 
describing research and 
method of each mission 
and mention the 
participants 

 . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             

9-  The lodging 
and the life base 
(110) 

. clining room                       

. Living room                        

. Kitchen                              

. bedroom and dormitory 

.Adapt building for life 
base creation with 
individual bedroom, four 
and six person 
dormitory, living room, 
dining room, kitchen                                            
. Dipose o fa nice 
outdoor space with 
tables and benches                      

. Put inside rooms 
framed pictures limbed 
to Szani and to research 
that have occured                                  
. Available 
documentation on the 
island and protected 
areas in Albania 
disposed in the living 
room     

 . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             
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The management 

10-   management 
offices (106) 

. offices . Retake building 106 in 
order to create two 
offices         .Put in 
place or recorver office 
furnitures : chairs, desk, 
shelves,… 

   . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             

11-   The 
Technical area 
and Waste 
collection centers 
(113) 

 .technical room                          
.equipement deposit   
.compost area               
.waste sorting area                 
. generator 

. Demolish and re-build 
building 113 by adapting 
them to the 
programme : Equipment 
and materials stock, 
worshop, garage, work 
area                                
. Put in place vertical 
walls to distinguish 
different waste stocks                                   

. Painting on the walls of 
material and type of 
waste stock 

 .Upkeep and regular 
cleaning            

9- The lodging 
and the life base 
(110) 

.Dining room shared 
with the scientist                              
. Specific resting room          
. Bedrooms or dormitory 

. Adapt building in order 
to create the life base 
with individual 
bedrooms, dormitories 
of four and six people, 
living room, dinig room 
and kitchen                     
. Arrange a pleasant 
outdoor space with 
tables and benches 

.Put in place inside 
rooms framed pictures in 
relation with Sazni and 
to previous research 
projects                    
. Dispose documentation 
about the island and 
natural protected areas 
of Albania 

 . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             
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The reception of visitors 
 

1-   The crossing 
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2-   The pontoon 
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3-   The signal-box and the quay (101) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Drawing of the 4th sign (top-right)
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4- The information and reception room, the picnic area (103) 
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5-   Organic toilets 
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6-   The guest-house (111) 
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The coastal center of excellence 
 
7-   The meeting and projection room (105)
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8-   The laboratory (105) 
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9-   The lodging and the life base (110)
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The management 
 
10-   Management offices (106)
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11-   The technical area and the waste collection centers (113) 
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LOOP SEQUENCES  OF THE  VILLAGE AND BAJAMES 

 

PURPOSE CONSTRUCTION 
THEMES AND 

INTERPRETATION 
TREATMENT 

MANAGEMENT 

The village 

1-   the school (201) . Evoke school                                                     
.Discovery of its 
botanical garden                                                              
.Exhibition of objects 
collected on the island 
and arranged by theme                      

. Restore small gardens, 
transplantation of 
plants. . Put in place 
benches. Retake 
impermeability of 
building in some places. 
Put airtight, with 
windows and doors, of 
some rooms sheltering 
fragile objects. Install 
recovered furniture to 
expose objects. Put in 
place low barriers 
preventing rooms 
access to visitors .Put 
in place a small door at 
the entrance to prevent 
donkeys from entering 
the building 
. Reinforcement: 
Conditions of the roof 
and sealing. Recovery if 
necessary the sealing. 
Flushing inner surface 
peripheral walls 
Capillary walls Lifts: 2 
options, setting up a 
garden side drain, or 
treatment of peripheral 
walls with waterproof 
leveled           
Stabilize the first 
concrete steps 
 

.  « cairn » construction 
with materials 
recovered from site in 
order to indicate the 
way to follow                               
. Put in place a botanic 
garden of the island’s 
plants by following the 
pattern of the small 
school garden with 
names and labels                   
. Expose objects in 
thematic rooms: room 
13: school classroom 
with a black-board, a 
desk, children desks, 
notebooks, school 
books and pedagogical 
planks of the period   
. Room 8: kitchen with 
a table, kitchen tools 
and furniture recovered 
on the island                                          
. Room 7: Evoke a room 
with beds, dresser, 
furniture                                                      
. Room 10: wash-room, 
costume room with 
exhibition of uniforms 
(jackets hats, trousers, 
shoes...) on arch and 
dresser. Fresco on the 
wall of uniforms 
following the period    
. Room 11: Weapons 
and ammunition stock                                                               
. Room 9 : Construction 
and agricultural tools 
with fresco evoking the 
labour                                                         
. room 12 : 
unaccustomed objects                                                                              

.  Cleaning and upkeep 
of the access road by 
pruning with care the 
plants in order to leave 
a passage of 2m wide                                              
. Upkeep and cleaning 
of garden. Renew labels 
depending on 
plantations and 
flowering                                                                        
. Upkeep and cleaning 
collections                                                    
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2-   The village's 
avenue 

. Discovery of the 
village's main axis                

. Complete the pine 
and cypress alignment 
by new plantations 
(transplant young 
subjects growing on the 
island                              
. Clean the road and its 
sides until the upper 
trench and the lower 
ditch                                                        
.Put in place a stone 
alignment on the 
external side of the 
ditches, or on the road 
(« Russian 
Cinema »222) to 
prevent visitors from 
getting near buildings.                     
. Gently prune trees by 
cutting broken branches 
neatly and evacuate 
them                                                
.Selection for fig trees 
of a future trunk to 
lead the trees                               
. Conservation of plants 
growing at the base of 
buildings                             
. Put railings following 
the same pattern as the 
existing ones to close 
access to visitors and 
donkeys              
.Secure path by putting 
down ragile elements 
that may fall ( electric 
concrete poles, 
unstable trees, …) 

. « cairn » construction 
with materials 
recovered from site in 
order to indicate the 
way to follow 

. Clean and clear 
roadsides including the 
upper trench and the 
lower ditch 

3-   The officer's 
room (221) 

. Discovery of a historic 
building                                                              
.Remarkable viewpoint 
and informations on the 
panorama 

. Create a walk-way on 
the deck to the 
belvedere                                             
.Put railings with the 
same patterns as the 
existing ones to close 
building access to 
visitors and donkeys                                                         
. Secure by demolishing 
the most recent 
building following the 
officier's room                                              
. Put a metallic warp 
between two concrete 
poles to prevent access 
to semi circular 
platform                   . 
Stabilise semi-circular 
platform by retaking 
the base 
. Reinforcement: 
Making safe walls, 
identifying elements 
likely to fall          
Demolition of the 
adjoining building 

. Paintings on ground of 
platform of a 
panoramic fresco 
following the curve                                          
.Show location's name 
on panoramic fresco                               
. « cairn » construction 
with materials found on 
site to indicate 
viewpoint 

. Cleaning and upkeep 
of the deck                                    
.Regular upkeep of the 
fresco 

4- The celebration 
room (219) 

. Discovery of an 
historic building while 
crossing it to access the 
back deck          

. Secure building                                                              

. Put small gates to 
prevent donkeys from 
entering                                                     
. Put low barriers inside 
building forbidding 

. Painting of fresco 
inside the building 
reminding the kitchen’s 
lives, refectory and 
« celebrations room »                                           
.  « cairn » construction 

. Upkeep and regular 
cleaning 
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access to other rooms 
than the refectory                              
.Cleaning of ground and 
mosaics of the deck                                                         
. Restore small 
summer-house at the 
deck’s angle                                                   
. Reopening by cutting 
trees on direct access 
to deck 

with materials 
recovered from site to 
indicate passage 
through building 

5-  The cinema (228) .crossing of an historic 
building to access back 
deck                        

. Secure building 
especially by getting rid 
of acoustic plaques                               
. Put in place small 
doors at entries to 
prevent donkeys from 
getting into the 
building                                             
. Clean ground and 
room of the cinema                 
. Restore and clean 
small monument   
. Reinforcement: 
Integral removing the 
acoustic complex 
(panel+ timber 
structure) Repair of 
paneling on platform 
broken pieces.           

. Painting of fresco 
inside building 
reminding the movies 
that were projected in 
the cinema                        
. « cairn » construction 
with materials 
recovered from site in 
order to indicate the 
way to follow 

. Upkeep and regular 
cleaning  

  
 
The col 

6-   The monument 
(233) 

. Singular place of the 
island withe very nice 
viewpoins                                                 
. Discovery of a 
remarkable historic 
monument 

.reopen the way 
climbing from the 
cinema to the 
monument                           
. Clean and clear the 
monument's platform 
surrounded by a small 
wall                                               
.Restore monument : 
marble plaques to 
replace, frieze to 
restore 

.« cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the way to 
follow 

.regular Upkeepof 
monument                   
. Regular cleaning of 
the access path and 
platform  

7-   The col's house 
(407) 

. Nice walk to the col, 
under the shadow of 
big pine trees                                             
. Old frescos on the 
house 

.Reopen the way to 
col's house                                  
.Put railings following 
the same pattern as 
the existing ones to 
close building access 
to visitors and donkey            
. cut fig-trees growing 
at the base of 
building                     
. restore stairs near 
the building allowing 
to reach the upper 
deck                      

. « cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the way to 
follow                               
. Restore « historic » 
frescos 

 .Regular upkeep and 
cleaning of path and 
building's surroundings                                                    
. Regular upkeep of 
frescos         
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8-   The paved road .Nice walk on a paved 
path      
. Fork to the loop of 
Bajamès 

. Clearing of the stone 
path                                              
.Restore damaged 
pavement         

.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the way to 
follow                               
. Signs with paint on 
blocks or rocks at the 
fork to Bajamès loop 

 .  Upkeep and regular 
cleaning              

 
 

Officer's quarter 

9-   The big 
military exercise 
place 

. Discovery of the big 
military place and 
tribunes           . View 
on the Adriatic sea 

. Create a small path 
with direct access to 
military place                                 
.Restore tribunes                   
. Cut fig trees growing 
in the wall 

.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the way to 
follow    

. Upkeep and regular 
cleaning    

10- The officer's 
place 

. Discovery of « place 
des officiers and 
buildings surrownding 
it                                    
. Bifurcation to 
Xhehenemi's 
belvedere 

.Put in place an 
alignment of stones 
and rubbles a few 
meters away from 
walls in order to 
prevent visitors from 
getting near buildings 
. Put railings 
following the same 
pattern as the 
existing ones to close 
building access to 
visitors and donkey  

. Restore medallion 
on the officier's 
building . « cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the way to 
follow notamment la 
bifurcation vers le 
belvédère de 
Xhehenemi 

 .  Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             

11- The 
Xhehenemi's 
belvedere 

. Discovery of the 
island 's west coast 
and of its marine 
cliffs                                     
. Observation of 
nesting or passing 
birds 

. limited reopening of 
the cawed stone path 
leading to the 
belvedere                                     
.Construction of a 
belevdere with a low 
circular calcareous 
stone wall closing the 
path                                    
.Codemn the way 
beyond the belvedere 
with blocks and 
coarse materials     

. Painting on the top 
of the wall showing 
the panorama with 
names and 
illustrationof birds 
that can be observed                

 . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning             

12- The power 
plant (336) 

. Discovery of the 
undergrownd 
entrance                                                     
. Discovery of the 
powerplant and its 
machines 

. Cleaning and 
clearing of the 
undergrounds 
entranceand buildings                        
.Secure powerplant 
building by taking off 
tiles and replacing 
them by a more 
sustainable and solid 
cover                                               
.Put in place small 
doors to avoid 
donkeys from antering 
the building                           
. Clean ground of the 
machine room                                    
.Put in place an 
indoor trail using an 
existing path with a 
metallic rail to guide 
visitors                           

.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the passage 

 .  Upkeep and regular 
cleaning          
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. Build a stair to reach 
easily the road  

13- The harbour's 
belvedere 

. Away from the road, 
nice viewpoint on the 
harbour's site using a 
bunkers roof            

. Limited opening of 
an access path 
leading to the 
belvedere and 
another leading to the 
trail                                                           
. Construction of a 
belvedere with a 
small brickwall (90cm 
high, 40 cm wide 
)reminding the 
bunker's shape                                                          
. Constructionof a 
small circular white 
wall taking advantage 
of shade from the 
trees 

.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials recovered 
from site in order to 
indicate the 

 . Upkeep and regular 
cleaning                

 
 

The mount Bajamès           

14- The belvedere of big 
turn 

.Discovery at the turn of a 
nice viewpoint on the East 
coast  

.Construction of a 
wall-bench 
following the 
external side of the 
road 45 cm wide, 
50 cm high                                     
. Partially retake 
the road's 
pavement                              
. Limited cut of 
trees in order to 
leave a passage of 
1m wide 

  . Upkeep and 
regular 
cleaning          

15-  The Bajamès hamlet . Discovery of houses from 
the hamlet and its 
inscriptions                            
. Breack protected from 
wind and sun 

. Cleaning of the 
road and small 
places .Put in place 
an alignment of 
stones and rubbles 
a few meters away 
from walls in order 
to prevent visitors 
from getting near 
buildings  

. Restore historic 
frescos                                                   
.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials 
recovered from 
site in order to 
indicate the  

 . Upkeep and 
regular 
cleaning             

16- The summit 
undergrounds 

. Discovery of the last houses 
and undergrounds                 
. Discovery, after a walk in 
the undergrounds, of the 
complete view from the 
buried shooting grounds 

. Put in place an 
alignment of stones 
and rubbles a few 
meters away from 
walls in order to 
prevent visitors 
from getting near 
buildings .clean 
and secure 
undergrounds . 
Condemn tricky 
paths 

. Restore historic 
frescos                                                   
.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials 
recovered from 
site in order to 
indicate the  

 .Upkeep and 
regular 
cleaning                

17- The slope's belvedere . Way back by a narrow path 
on the northern shope of 
mount Bjamès                       
. Discovery of an 
underground and an 
arranged viewpoint 

. Creation of a path 
on the rocky shope 
with steps to pass 
difficult sectors              
. Neat clearing of 
some walls and 
fortifications         

.  « cairn » 
construction with 
materials 
recovered from 
site in order to 
indicate the  

 .Upkeep and 
regular 
cleaning          
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Pathway marking 
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The village 
 
1-   The school (201) 
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Project of place of interpretation 
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2-   The village avenue 
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3-   The officer’s room (221)
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4-   The celebration room (219) 
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5- The cinema (228) 
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The col 
 
6-   The monument (233) 
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7-   The col's house (407) 
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8-   The paved road 
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The officer’s quarter 
 
9-   The big military exercise place  
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10- The officer’s place
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11-  Xhehenemi's belvedere 
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12-  The power plant (336) 
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13- The Harbour’s belvedere 
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The mount Bajames 
 
14-   The belvedere of big turn 
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15-   Bajames hamlet 
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16-   The summit undergrounds 
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17-   The slope's belvedere 
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Annex 1 : Practical note -  collection of furniture and waste cleaning campaign - focus on 
harbor area (prepared by Anissa AVDULI, Albanian Coastal Agency) 

 

Annex 2 : Practical note -  collection of furniture and waste cleaning campaign - focus on 
village pathway (prepared by Fatjona CINAJ, Albanian Coastal Agency) 
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ANNEXE 1 : PRACTICAL NOTE - COLLECTION OF FURNITURE AND WASTE CLEANING CAMPAIGN - FOCUS ON HARBOUR AREA  
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ANNEXE 2 : PRACTICAL NOTE - COLLECTION OF FURNITURE AND WASTE CLEANING CAMPAIGN - FOCUS ON VILLAGE PATHWAY  
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